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City of Victoria 2010 Business Survey 

Executive Summary 

Overall Context 

Overall, the City of Victoria is performing well. Analysis of the overall survey results finds 
that businesses demonstrate predominately positive views of the community and the City. For 
example, the majority of businesses rate Victoria’s business climate favourably, demonstrate 
positive perceptions of their immediate business location and the downtown core, are satisfied 
with municipal services and operations, believe they receive good value for their municipal tax 
dollars, and are satisfied with the City’s customer service. While there are some areas and 
issues that businesses would like to see the City focus greater attention (discussed in more 
detail throughout this report), the overall positive tone suggests the survey results should be 
viewed in a favourable context.  

Business Climate 

Overall perceptions of Victoria’s business climate are predominately positive. More than 
eight-in-ten businesses describe Victoria as either a “very good” or “good” place to operate a 
business. When asked what they like best about operating a business in Victoria, businesses 
mention things such as the City’s local people/community, location, size, access to 
amenities/services, beauty, and weather, indicating that much of what businesses like about 
operating a business in Victoria focuses on things that are largely outside of the City’s control. 
On the other hand, the survey suggests the City can take steps to address some of the things 
that businesses dislike about operating a business in Victoria, including the number of 
rules/regulations, homelessness, inadequate parking facilities, the cost of running a business, 
and high taxes.  

Despite some complaints about the number of rules and regulations, the majority of 
businesses see these as accessible, fair, and easy to understand. While the number of 
rules and regulations may be one thing businesses mention disliking about operating a business 
in Victoria on an unprompted basis, roughly seven-in-ten businesses agree these are readily 
accessible, fair, and easy to understand when specifically asked about their impressions in this 
regard. Overall, these findings suggest that while streamlining rules and regulations may make 
it easier for some businesses to operate, no immediate large-scale improvements are required 
when it comes to accessibility, fairness, and comprehension. 

Future Business Plans 

Businesses are more than twice as likely to anticipate expanding as they are downsizing 
or closing in the next five years. Despite today’s challenging economic times, one-third of 
businesses anticipate expanding in the next five years; this is more than double the number that 
anticipates downsizing or closing down in this timeframe. Overall, these findings point to a 
sense of optimism and anticipated economic growth in Victoria’s business community. 

Just over two-in-ten businesses plan on relocating to another location in the next five 
years. Of this, nearly half plan on moving to another location within the City of Victoria, while 
four-in-ten plan on relocating outside the city.  
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City of Victoria 2010 Business Survey 

Business Location 

Businesses generally feel favourably towards their immediate business location 
although suggest the availability of parking could be improved. The majority of businesses 
are satisfied with the appearance of buildings and public amenities in their immediate business 
area. Most also feel their immediate business area is safe for staff and customers. Perceptions 
of local parking facilities are less positive, with only half of all businesses agreeing it is easy to 
find parking in the area where their business is located. This perceived lack of parking is 
consistent with other survey findings and suggests this is one area where the City could better 
meet the needs of the business community. 

Downtown Victoria  

Perceptions of downtown Victoria are predominately positive with the exception of 
parking and night time safety. The vast majority of businesses agree Victoria’s downtown 
core has a good range of shops, entertainment, and services that meet the community’s needs. 
At least three-quarters also express a positive perception of downtown’s daytime safety and 
vibrancy, as well as its overall cleanliness. While perceptions of downtown’s evening vibrancy 
are more tempered, the majority of businesses still demonstrate a positive perception in this 
regard. However, only half of all businesses agree that parking in the downtown core is 
accessible and convenient, and even fewer agree the downtown core is safe at night, indicating 
these are two areas that could be improved upon in the eyes of businesses. 

Issue Agenda and Priority Setting 

On an unprompted basis, businesses want local leaders to focus on social issues most 
of all. Transportation is also seen as an important issue facing the community. More than 
four-in-ten businesses identify social issues as the most important issue facing their community. 
The vast majority of these social concerns revolve around poverty and homelessness, indicating 
there is a high level of awareness in Victoria’s business community regarding these issues. 
Following social issues, businesses identify transportation as the next most important issue 
facing Victoria, with parking being the most commonly cited transportation-related concern. 
Again, this is consistent with other survey findings and highlights the importance of this issue to 
businesses. 

Social issues also rise to the top when asked about specific municipal priorities. When 
presented with a list of five specific municipal priorities and asked which one is most important, 
businesses identify advocating to other levels of government for housing and social service 
programs for those with mental health and addictions issues as the top priority for the City of 
Victoria. Second-tier priorities include upgrading or replacing aging infrastructure, fostering 
economic development and economic growth, and enhancing downtown safety and vibrancy. In 
comparison, businesses place much less emphasis on developing a plan to deal with the effects 
of climate change and greenhouse gas emissions.  
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Businesses would like to see municipal governments take a more active role in 
addressing social issues. Two-thirds of businesses say municipal governments should play a 
more active role in addressing social issues; only three-in-ten saying municipal governments 
should not play a major role in addressing these types of issues. This is consistent with other 
survey findings pointing to a desire for the City of Victoria to do more to address social issues in 
the community. 

City Operations 

The majority of businesses are pleased with the overall direction the City is taking and 
think the City listens to businesses. Overall, two-thirds of businesses are pleased with the 
overall direction the City is taking and six-in-ten think the City listens to businesses. These 
results suggest the City is on the right track with these two aspects of its municipal operations. 

City Services 

Businesses are satisfied with the City’s service delivery. More than eight-in-ten businesses 
are satisfied with the overall level and quality of City services. The majority of businesses are 
also satisfied with all of the specific services tested, although further analysis shows that some 
services are clearly more satisfactory than others. Overall, businesses are most satisfied with 
the fire department, quantity and location of parks, maintenance and cleanliness of parks, 
business licensing, and city beautification. In comparison, building permits and inspections, 
bylaw enforcement, ease of use of on-street parking pay stations, and land use/community 
planning receive the lowest satisfaction scores, although even these services are deemed 
satisfactory by at least two-thirds of all businesses. Overall, these findings suggest no 
immediate large-scale improvements are required in any of the specific service areas tested.  

Financing 

The majority of businesses believe they receive good value for their municipal tax 
dollars. Overall, seven-in-ten businesses say they receive “very” or “fairly” good value for the 
taxes they pay to the City of Victoria, indicating that most businesses feel they receive good 
value for their municipal tax dollars.  

Businesses prefer tax increases over service cuts. Despite today’s challenging economic 
climate, when businesses are given a choice between increased taxes or services cuts, just 
over half choose increased taxes while just over one-third opt for cuts in services. More 
specifically, businesses would prefer the City to increase taxes to maintain services at current 
levels; there is much less of an appetite for a tax increase to enhance or expand services.  
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Communication 

There is room to increase the amount of information disseminated to businesses. While 
just over half of all businesses say they receive the right amount of information from the City, 
more than four-in-ten believe this to be too little. Businesses are interested in receiving a wide 
range of information from the City, including future development plans, city statistics, 
transportation issues, future infrastructure work, bylaws, programs/incentives/opportunities for 
businesses, budget/municipal government spending, and festivals/events. Encouragingly, the 
majority of businesses say that the information the City does currently provide is useful. Overall, 
these findings suggest the City is on the right track with the content of its information but could 
do more in terms of the volume and/or frequency of communications. 

Good ways of consulting with businesses include public consultations or open houses, 
public opinion surveys, email, and public hearings. The majority of businesses are 
interested in providing their input to Council on important local issues through public 
consultations or open houses, surveys, email, and public hearings. Only half are interested in 
providing input via City meetings, while even fewer (one-quarter) are interested in using social 
media websites for this purpose, suggesting these are not the best means of consulting with the 
business community on important local issues.  

Customer Service 

Contact experiences with the City are predominately satisfactory. Six-in-ten businesses 
have contacted or dealt with a City employee in the last 12 months. Among these businesses, 
more than eight-in-ten are satisfied with the overall service they received, indicating the City is 
doing a good job handling business contacts. A closer look at contact experiences finds that 
businesses are most satisfied with staff’s courteousness, helpfulness, knowledge, timeliness of 
service, and availability. While staff’s ability to resolve issues achieves a slightly lower 
satisfaction score, three-quarters of businesses are satisfied in this regard. Overall, these 
findings do not reveal any aspects of the City’s customer service that are in need of immediate, 
large-scale improvements. 

Emergency Preparedness 

Just over half of all businesses are aware of the City’s Emergency Preparedness 
Program. A large minority of businesses are unaware of this program, pointing to an 
opportunity for increased public education. Furthermore, given that only one-quarter of 
businesses have an emergency preparedness kit, the City may also want to consider including 
some information on emergency preparedness kits as part of this public education campaign. 
For example, this may include information on why these are important, supplies that should be 
included, etc.  
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Comparisons to the Citizen Survey 

Overall, businesses generally take a more critical view than citizens of the City of 
Victoria. While businesses’ overall perceptions of the City of Victoria are predominately 
positive, comparisons to the Citizen Survey show that businesses tend to be slightly more 
critical than citizens in a number of different areas, including their perceptions of downtown 
Victoria and City operations, overall satisfaction with municipal services, value for municipal tax 
dollars, and usefulness of City information.  

Businesses and citizens are generally aligned when it comes to important municipal 
issues and priorities. For example, social and transportation related issues are key top-of-
mind issues for both businesses and citizens, and when presented with a list of five specific 
municipal priorities, both groups assign the greatest priority to advocating to other levels of 
government for housing and social service programs for those with mental health and addiction 
issues. Similarly, businesses and citizens demonstrate similar views on the role of municipal 
governments in addressing social issues (both groups would like to see municipal governments 
play a more active role in addressing these types of issues). Clearly, these are issues that have 
a high level of awareness and priority among both businesses and citizens. 

However, while businesses’ and citizens’ unprompted top-tier priorities may be similar, 
there are important differences in what they see as third-tier issues. For businesses, 
unprompted third-tier concerns include taxation/municipal government spending and the 
economy; citizens, on the other hand, are more focused on municipal government services.  
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Introduction 

Background 

In order to continually meet and exceed the expectations of its community, the City of Victoria 
conducts regular surveys that provide a comprehensive assessment of the public’s satisfaction 
levels, attitudes, needs, and priorities. While past surveys have specifically targeted citizens, 
this year’s research was expanded to also include a statistically robust sample of Victoria 
businesses. The results of both surveys will provide the City of Victoria with valuable insight into 
the opinions of citizens and businesses and will serve as key input into the City’s long-term 
planning processes. 

The following report presents the results specific to the Business Survey, although comparisons 
have been made to the Citizen Survey where appropriate. The overall Citizen Survey results are 
reported separately and can be found under a different cover.  

Objectives 

The 2010 Business Survey main objectives are to: 

• Identify the issues seen as most in need of attention from local leaders; 

• Assess perceptions of Victoria’s overall business climate; 

• Understand future business plans (expand, downsize, close, relocate); 

• Assess perceptions of immediate business locations; 

• Assess perceptions of the City of Victoria’s downtown core; 

• Measure satisfaction with specific City services; 

• Assess perceptions of the City’s municipal operations; 

• Determine perceived value for taxes and preferred funding options; 

• Understand which municipal priorities are most important to businesses; 

• Assess perceptions of the City’s communication with businesses; 

• Determine the incidence of contacting the City and measure satisfaction with 
contact experiences; and, 

• Assess businesses’ emergency preparedness. 

Norms 

Unlike the Citizen Survey, where municipal norms are available to evaluate the City of Victoria’s 
performance relative to other municipalities, there are no municipal norms for the Business 
Survey.
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Methodology 

Ipsos Reid conducted a total of 300 telephone interviews with a randomly selected 
representative sample of Victoria businesses. The sample for this survey was provided by the 
City of Victoria and respondents had to confirm they operate a business at one or more 
locations in Victoria in order to qualify for the research. Respondents were further screened to 
ensure that interviews were conducted with the person who is responsible for the overall 
management and direction of their company at that location. 

All interviews were conducted between October 13 and 19, 2010. Overall results are accurate to 
within ±5.7 percentage points, nineteen times out of twenty. The margin of error will be larger for 
sample subgroups. 
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Detailed Findings 

Business Climate 

Victoria’s Overall Business Climate 

Perceptions of Victoria’s overall business climate are predominately positive. 

Overall, 83% of businesses say the City of Victoria is either a “very good” (22%) or “good” 
(62%) place to operate a business. Only 15% feel otherwise, including 3% saying “very poor” 
and 13% describing this as “poor”. 

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Victoria’s Overall Business Climate

22%

62%

13%

3%

1%

Very good

Good

Poor

Very poor

Don’t know

Very Good/Good
83%

Very Poor/Poor
15%

Overall, how would you rate the City of Victoria as a place to operate a business? 

Base: All respondents (n=300)

 

Analysis by key subgroups shows that perceptions of Victoria’s overall business climate are 
more positive (combined “very good/good” responses) among: 

• Those that are satisfied with the City’s overall services (92%, compared to 37% 
of dissatisfied respondents); and, 

• Those that say they receive good value for their municipal taxes (95%, compared 
to 56% of those rating the value of their taxes poorly). 
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Best Part about Operating a Business in Victoria 

Much of what businesses like about operating a business in Victoria focuses on things 
that are largely outside the City’s control. 

While businesses identify a number of different things they like about operating a business in 
the City of Victoria, the City’s “local people/community” comes out on top, mentioned by 16% of 
all businesses. Other things that businesses like about operating a business in Victoria include 
“good location” (9%), “good size city” (9%), “access to amenities/services” (9%), “beautiful city” 
(8%), and “good weather” (8%), among others. 

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Best Part about Operating a Business in Victoria

What do you like best about operating a business in the City of Victoria? 

16%

9%

9%

8%

8%

7%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

13%

3%

9%

6%

7%

Local people/community

Good location

Good size city

Access to amenities/services

Beautiful city

Good weather

Have lived here a long time/I like this city

Business support/easy to make connections

Good economy/making money

Diverse culture/variety of people

Tourism

Lenient rules/regulations

Easy/fast process of city services

Transportation/don't need a car

Educated/professional people

None/nothing

Don't know

Base: All respondents (n=300)

Includes mentions of 2% or more only.

 

• Mentions of local people/community are more common among retail 
businesses (24%, compared to 13% of those operating in another sector). 
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Worst Part about Operating a Business in Victoria 

However, the City can take steps to address some of the things that businesses dislike 
about operating a business in Victoria. 

When asked to identify what they like least about operating a business in the City of Victoria, 
15% of businesses mention “too many rules/regulations”. Other things that businesses say they 
dislike about operating a business in Victoria include “too many homeless people” (12%), “poor 
parking” (9%), “too expensive to run a business” (9%), and “high taxes” (7%), among others. 
Overall, these findings suggest that while overall perceptions of Victoria’s business climate are 
positive, there is still more the City can do to make it easier for businesses to operate in the 
area. For example, this might include streamlining rules and regulations, addressing 
homelessness, improving parking facilities, and looking at ways to make running a business 
more affordable. 

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Worst Part about Operating a Business in Victoria

And, what do you like least about operating a business in the City of Victoria? 

15%

12%

9%

7%

6%

5%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

20%

3%

9%

2%

5%

Too many rules/regulations

Too many homeless people

Poor parking

Too expensive to run a business

High taxes

Location/accessibility to mainland

City does not support local/small businesses

Traffic congestion

Competition

Small city/low population

City/ downtown image

Lack of infrastructure

Lack of services for employers/employees

Transportation

None/nothing

Don't know

Base: All respondents (n=300)

Includes mentions of 2% or more only.

 

• Mentions of too many homeless people are more common among retail 
businesses (18%, compared to 9% of those operating in another sector) and 
non-home-based businesses (14%, compared to 5% of home-based 
businesses). 
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Perceptions of the City’s Rules and Regulations 

Despite some complaints about the number of rules and regulations, these are generally 
seen as accessible, fair, and easy to understand. 

When specifically asked about the City’s rules and regulations, roughly seven-in-ten businesses 
agree that these are readily accessible, fair, and easy to understand. Specifically: 

• 73% agree that “the City’s rules and regulations for businesses are readily 
accessible” (24% “strongly agree”); 

• 73% agree that “the City’s regulatory environment is fair to businesses” (16% 
“strongly agree”); and, 

• 70% agree that “the City’s rules and regulations for businesses are easy to 
understand” (17% “strongly agree”). 

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Perceptions of the City’s Rules and Regulations

24%

16%

17%

73%

73%

70%

The City’s rules and

regulations for businesses

are readily accessible

The City’s regulatory

environment is fair to

businesses

The City’s rules and

regulations for businesses

are easy to understand

Strongly agree Somewhat agree

Please tell me if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. (Is that strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?)

Base: All respondents (n=300)

 

Perceptions of the City’s rules and regulations are generally consistent across all key 
demographic subgroups: 

• One exception to this is when considering the accessibility of the City’s rules 
and regulations, while 84% of businesses with more than 10 employees 
“strongly” or “somewhat” agree with this statement, agreement drops to 71% 
among businesses with 10 or fewer employees. 
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Future Business Plans 

Business Plans in the Next Five Years 

Businesses are more than twice as likely to anticipate expanding as they are 
downsizing/closing in the next five years. 

Despite today’s challenging economic times, one-third (32%) of businesses anticipate 
expanding in the next five years. This is more than double the number that anticipate 
downsizing (7%) or closing/shutting down (7%) during this timeframe. Overall, these findings 
point to a sense of optimism and anticipated economic growth in Victoria’s business community.  

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Business Plans in the Next Five Years

Does your business have plans to expand, downsize, or close or shut down in the next five years? 

Base: All respondents (n=300)

32%

7%

7%

1%

53%

Expand

Downsize

Close or shut down

None of the above

Don't know

 

• Businesses that have been in operation for less than 15 years are more likely to 
anticipate expanding in the next five years (38%, compared to 26% of those that 
have been in operation for 15 years or more).  
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Relocation 

Just over two-in-ten businesses plan on relocating to another location in the next five 
years. 

Overall, 22% of businesses plan on moving or relocating to another location in the next five 
years. Of this, 48% plan on moving to another location within the City of Victoria while 39% plan 
on relocating outside of the City.  

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Relocation

Do you plan on moving or relocating your business to 

another location in the next five years?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

22%

75%

2%

Yes

No

Don't know

48%

39%

13%

Within the City of

Victoria

Outside of the City

of Victoria

Don't know

Do you plan on relocating…?

Base: Plan on moving or relocating business to 

another location in the next five years (n=67)*

* Small base size, interpret with caution.

 

Businesses that are more likely to anticipate moving or relocating to another location in the 
next five years include: 

• Those that say Victoria is a poor place to operate a business (41%, compared to 
19% of those with a positive perception of Victoria’s overall business climate);  

• Those that are dissatisfied with the City’s overall services (43%, compared to 
18% of satisfied respondents); and, 

• Those that rate the value of their municipal taxes poorly (33%, compared to 17% 
of those that feel they receive good value for the taxes they pay). 
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Business Location 

Perceptions of Immediate Business Location 

Businesses generally feel favourably towards their immediate business location, 
although suggest the availability of parking could be improved. 

The majority of businesses are satisfied with the appearance of buildings and public amenities 
in their immediate business area. Most also feel their immediate business area is safe for staff 
and customers. Specifically: 

• 85% agree “the appearance of buildings and storefronts in the area where my 
business is located is satisfactory” (37% “strongly agree”); 

• 79% agree “the appearance and condition of public amenities and spaces in the 
area where my business is located is satisfactory” (37% “strongly agree”); and, 

• 73% agree “staff and customers feel safe and secure in the area where my 
business is located” (36% “strongly agree”). 

Perceptions of parking facilities are less positive and point to a perceived lack of parking spaces 
in local business areas. Specifically, only 52% of businesses agree “it is easy to find parking in 
the area where my business is located” (29% “strongly agree”); nearly half (47%) disagree with 
this statement. 

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Perceptions of Immediate Business Location

37%

37%

36%

29%

85%

79%

73%

52%

The appearance of buildings and storefronts in the

area where my business is located is satisfactory

The appearance and condition of public amenities

and spaces in the area where my business is located

is satisfactory

Staff and customers feel safe and secure in the area

where my business is located 

It is easy to find parking in the area where my

business is located

Strongly agree Somewhat agree

I’m now going to read some statements about the area where your business is located and would like you to tell me if you agree or 

disagree with each one. (Would that be strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?)

Base: All respondents (n=300)
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Some differences in opinion are seen among home-based and non-home-based businesses: 

• Non-home-based businesses are more likely to be satisfied with the 
appearance of buildings and storefronts (87%, compared to 77% of home-
based businesses). 

• Home-based businesses are more likely to say staff and customers feel safe 
and secure (83%, compared to 70% of non-home-based businesses) and it is 
easy to find parking (65%, compared to 49% of non-home-based businesses). 
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Downtown Victoria 

Perceptions of Downtown Victoria 

Perceptions of downtown Victoria are predominately positive with the exception of 
parking and night time safety. 

The vast majority (90%) of businesses agree “the downtown core has a good range of shops, 
entertainment, and services that meet the community’s needs”, including 44% saying they 
“strongly agree” with this statement.  

At least three-quarters of businesses also express a positive perception of downtown’s daytime 
safety and vibrancy, as well as its overall cleanliness. While perceptions of downtown’s evening 
vibrancy are more tempered, the majority of businesses still demonstrate a positive perception 
in this regard. Specifically: 

• 88% agree “the downtown core is safe during the day” (42% “strongly agree”); 

• 80% agree “the downtown core is vibrant and exciting during the day” (31% 
“strongly agree”); 

• 75% agree “the downtown core is clean and well-maintained” (23% “strongly 
agree”); and, 

• 60% agree “the downtown core is vibrant and exciting during the evening” (14% 
“strongly agree”). 

In comparison, only half (49%) agree “parking in the downtown core is accessible and 
convenient” (9% “strongly agree”); 50% disagree with this statement. Businesses demonstrate 
an even less favourable perception of downtown’s night time safety, with only 39% agreeing 
“the downtown core is safe at night” (4% “strongly agree”); the majority (59%) disagree with this 
statement. Overall, these findings indicate that while businesses generally take a positive view 
of downtown Victoria, they clearly think parking and night time safety could be improved. 

Comparisons to the Citizen Survey show that businesses are more critical than citizens of 
downtown Victoria’s night time safety (39% of businesses agree safe vs. 58% of citizens) and 
cleanliness (75% of business agree clean vs. 84% of citizens). Citizens and businesses 
demonstrate similar perceptions of downtown Victoria in the remaining areas included in the 
survey. 
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© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Perceptions of Downtown Victoria

44%

42%

31%

23%

14%

90%

88%

80%

75%

60%

49%

39%4%

9%

The downtown core has a good range of shops,

entertainment, and services that meet the

community’s needs

The downtown core is safe during the day

The downtown core is vibrant and exciting during

the day

The downtown core is clean and well-maintained

The downtown core is vibrant and exciting during

the evening

Parking in the downtown core is accessible and

convenient

The downtown core is safe at night

Strongly agree Somewhat agree

Please tell me if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the city’s downtown core. 

(Is that strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?)

Base: All respondents (n=300)

84%

Citizen
Survey

58%

 

Perceptions of downtown Victoria are generally consistent across all key demographic 
subgroups: 

• One exception to this is when considering downtown’s evening vibrancy, with 
retail businesses more likely to express a positive opinion in this regard (70% of 
retail businesses “strongly agree” or “somewhat agree” the downtown core is 
vibrant and exciting during the evening, compared to 56% of other types of 
businesses). 
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Issue Agenda and Priority Setting 

Top-of-Mind Issues 

On an unprompted basis, businesses want local leaders to focus on social issues most 
of all. Transportation-related issues also rank high on businesses’ issue agenda. 

More than four-in-ten (42%) businesses identify social issues as the most important issue facing 
their community1. Closer analysis of the survey data shows that the majority of these social 
concerns revolve around “poverty/homelessness” (37%); in comparison, other specific social 
issues are mentioned much less often and include “drug/alcohol abuse” (3%), “housing/lack of 
affordable housing” (2%), “facilities/services for the mentally ill” (1%), and “exploitation of 
women and children, including prostitution” (1%). 

Following social issues, businesses identify transportation as the next most important issue 
facing the community (34%). Specific transportation related concerns include “parking” (15%), 
“traffic congestion” (8%), general “transportation” mentions (5%), “bridges” (5%), “condition of 
streets/sidewalks” (3%), “poor quality/lack of public transit” (1%), “road access/need more 
roads” (1%), “bicycle paths/lanes” (1%), and “train” (1%). 

In addition to social issues and transportation, other issues that businesses would like to see 
receive greater attention from local leaders include taxation/municipal government spending 
(16%) and the economy (12%). 

Analysis of the Citizen Survey results shows that social and transportation related issues are 
also the top concerns for citizens. However, there are some noteworthy differences in the 
issues that are important to citizens and businesses. . For example, while social issues are an 
important priority for both segments, citizens are even more likely than businesses to identify 
this as a top-of-mind issue (58% of citizens vs. 42% of businesses), highlighting the high level of 
awareness that Victoria’s residential population has for these kinds of issues. Furthermore, 
while both citizens and businesses identify transportation as an important second-tier priority, 
the issues that each focuses on are different – for citizens, the number one transportation 
related mention is bridges (15% of citizens vs. 5% of businesses) while businesses are much 
more likely to mention parking (15% of businesses vs. 1% of residents). Lastly, citizens and 
businesses also express different opinions on what can be classified as third-tier issues – for 
citizens, this would include municipal government services (14% of citizens vs. 9% of 
businesses) while businesses are more focused on taxation/municipal government spending 
(16% of businesses vs. 5% of citizens) and the economy (12% of businesses vs. 2% of 
citizens). 

                                            
 
 
 
 
1
This question was open-ended, meaning that respondents were not prompted in their responses. Individual comments were then 

coded into specific categories and grouped together in broad themes called “Nets”. 
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Top-of-Mind Issues

28%

18%

11%

8%

42%

34%

16%

12%

9%

9%

3%

1%

1%

1%

12%

9%

5%

6%

8%

4%

Social (NET)

Transportation (NET)

Taxation/Municipal Government Spending (NET)

Economy (NET)

Municipal Government Services (NET)

Crime (NET)

Environment (NET)

Growth (NET)

Healthcare (NET)

Parks, Recreation, and Culture (NET)

Other (NET)

None/nothing

Don't know

First mention Second mention

As a business operating in the City of Victoria, what is the most important issue facing your community, that is, the one issue you feel should receive 

the greatest attention from your local leaders?  Are there any other important local issues?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

58%

5%

2%

14%

Citizen
Survey

 

Analysis by key demographic groups shows that social issues are the key concern among all 
subgroups. However, other significant differences are noted and highlights of this analysis are 
included below: 

• Transportation related issues are more likely to be mentioned by those that do 
not operate a home-based business (39%, compared to 17% of home-based 
businesses). 

• Taxation/municipal government spending is more likely to be mentioned by 
men (21%, compared to 9% of women), businesses with more than 10 
employees (29%, compared to 13% of businesses with 10 or fewer employees), 
and businesses that have been in operation for 15 or more years (20%, 
compared to 12% of those that have been in operation for less than 15 years). 
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Municipal Priorities 

Social issues also rise to the top when asked about specific municipal priorities. 

When presented with a list of five specific municipal priorities and asked which one is most 
important, 39% of businesses select “advocating to other levels of government for housing and 
social service programs for those with mental health and addictions issues”. This is more than 
double what is mentioned for the other priorities tested, highlighting its importance to 
businesses. Furthermore, another 17% select this as the next most important issue overall, 
bringing the total number of mentions to 56% (again, more than what is reported for any other 
issue). This is consistent with other survey results showing that social issues are a key concern 
for businesses. 

Second-tier priorities include “upgrading or replacing aging infrastructure such as roads, 
bridges, and recreation facilities” (43% total mentions), “fostering economic development and 
economic growth” (40% total mentions), and “enhancing downtown safety and vibrancy” (39% 
total mentions). Businesses place much less emphasis on “developing a plan to deal with the 
effects of climate change and greenhouse gas emissions” (15% total mentions). 

Analysis of the Citizen Survey results shows that citizens also assign the greatest priority to 
advocating to other levels of government for housing and social service programs for those with 
mental health and addictions issues; in fact, citizens are even more likely than businesses to 
identify this as a top priority for the City (72% of citizens vs. 56% of businesses). While both 
citizens and businesses indicate that upgrading or replacing aging infrastructure should be a 
second-tier priority for the City, citizens attach much less emphasis than businesses to fostering 
economic development (25% of citizens vs. 40% of businesses) and enhancing downtown 
safety and vibrancy (23% of citizens vs. 39% of businesses). Conversely, citizens are more 
likely than businesses to say the City should develop a plan to deal with the effects of climate 
change and greenhouse gas emissions (28% of citizens vs. 15% of businesses) However, 
despite the higher level of importance that citizens attach to the climate change initiative, both 
citizens and businesses agree this should still be a third-tier priority for the City as compared to 
the other issues included in the survey). 
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Municipal Priorities

Next, I’m going to read you a list of five priorities in the City’s plans and I would like you to tell me which one of these is most important to 

your business. Which one is next most important?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

39%

15%

18%

19%

6%

56%

43%

40%

39%

15%

Advocating to other levels of government for housing and

social service programs for those with mental health and

addictions issues

Upgrading or replacing aging infrastructure such as

roads, bridges, and recreation facilities

Fostering economic development and economic growth

Enhancing downtown safety and vibrancy

Developing a plan to deal with the effects of climate

change and green house gas emissions

First mention Second mention

72%

28%

23%

25%

Citizen
Survey

 

Businesses that are more likely to say advocating to other levels of government for housing 
and social service programs for those with mental health and addictions issues should be 
a top priority for the City include (all percentages reported below are total mentions): 

• Women (64%, compared to 50% of men); 

• Those operating a home-based business (68%, compared to 53% of non-home-
based businesses); 

• Those that say Victoria is a good place to operate a business (60%, compared to 
37% of those with a negative impression of Victoria’s overall business climate); 
and, 

• Those that think municipal governments should play a major role in addressing 
social issues (64%, compared to 40% of those saying municipal governments 
should not be actively involved in addressing these issues). 
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Responsibility for Addressing Social Issues 

Two-thirds of businesses would like to see municipal governments take a more active 
role in addressing social issues. 

The survey shows a clear preference for the City of Victoria getting more involved in addressing 
the community’s social issues, with 65% of businesses saying “municipal governments should 
play a more active role in addressing social issues” compared to 30% saying “municipal 
governments should not play a major role in addressing social issues”. Again, this is consistent 
with other survey findings. 

Businesses and citizens express similar views in this regard. 
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Responsibility for Addressing Social Issues

As you may know, the responsibility for addressing social issues in a community traditionally falls under the mandate of either the 

provincial or federal government and local community organizations. Some people say municipal governments should broaden the 

scope of their services to play a more active role in addressing social issues to disadvantaged groups and people in the community. 

Other people say municipal governments do not have the right resources or experience to properly address social issues in the 

community – rather, this responsibility should remain with other more senior levels of government or with other local community 

organizations. Which of these opinions is closest to your own?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

65%

30%

5%

Municipal governments

should play a more

active role in addressing

social issues

Municipal governments

should not play a major

role in addressing social

issues

Don't know

 

• Those operating a home-based business are particularly likely to say municipal 
governments should play a more active role in addressing social issues 
(77%, compared to 62% of non-home-based businesses). 
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City Operations 

Perceptions of City Operations 

The majority of businesses are pleased with the overall direction the City is taking and 
think the City listens to businesses. 

Overall, 66% of businesses agree with the statement “I am pleased with the overall direction 
that the City is taking (14% “strongly agree”). Six-in-ten (60%) agree “the City listens to 
businesses” (11% “strongly agree”).  

Comparisons to the Citizen Survey show that citizens are more likely than businesses to agree 
that they are pleased with the direction the City is taking (74% of  citizens vs. 66% of 
businesses) and to agree that the City listens to them (69% of citizens vs. 60% of businesses)2. 
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Perceptions of City Operations

14%

11%

66%

60%

I am pleased with the

overall direction that the

City is taking

The City listens to

businesses 

Strongly agree Somewhat agree

Please tell me if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. (Is that strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?)

Base: All respondents (n=300)

74%

Citizen
Survey

69%

 
 

• Agreement (combined “strongly/somewhat agree” responses) with these 
statements is higher among those that say Victoria is a good place to operate a 
business, are satisfied with the City’s services, and think they receive good value 
for their municipal tax dollars. 

                                            
 
 
 
 
2
 Businesses were asked the extent to which they agreed the City listens to businesses while citizens were asked the extent to 

which they agreed the City listens to citizens. 
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City Services 

Overall Satisfaction with City Services 

Most businesses are satisfied with the overall level and quality of City services. 

More than eight-in-ten (84%) businesses are satisfied with the overall level and quality of 
services provided by the City of Victoria. Of this, 17% are “very satisfied” and 66% are 
“somewhat satisfied”. The remaining 16% express a more negative view, including 7% saying 
“not at all satisfied” and 10% saying “not very satisfied”. 

While the majority of businesses express a positive view of the City’s overall services, 
comparisons to the Citizen Survey show that businesses are still less likely than citizens to be 
satisfied in this regard (84% of businesses vs. 92% of citizens). 
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Overall Satisfaction with City Services

How satisfied are you with the overall level and quality of services provided by the City of Victoria? 

Base: All respondents (n=300)

17%

66%

10%

7%

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Not very satisfied 

Not at all satisfied

Satisfied

84%

Dissatisfied
16% Citizen Survey 

= 92% Satisfied

 

Overall satisfaction with the City’s services is consistent across all key demographic subgroups. 
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Satisfaction with Specific Services 

Businesses are also satisfied with all of the specific services tested. 

Businesses were also asked to rate their satisfaction with specific services provided by the City 
of Victoria. Review of these results show that the majority of businesses are satisfied with all of 
the services tested, although clearly some are more satisfactory than others3. 

Overall, businesses are most satisfied with the following five services: 

• “Fire Department services” (99% satisfied, 74% “very satisfied”); 

• “Quantity and location of parks” (94% satisfied, 47% “very satisfied”); 

• “Maintenance and cleanliness of parks” (92% satisfied, 45% “very satisfied”); 

• “Business licensing” (91% satisfied, 43% “very satisfied”); and, 

• “City beautification such as signage, landscaping, public art, and street banners” 
(90% satisfied, 40% “very satisfied”). 

Services achieving a satisfaction score of 80% or more include: 

• “Condition and maintenance of City water and sewer systems” (86% satisfied, 
39% “very satisfied”); 

• “Animal control services” (86% satisfied, 39% “very satisfied”); 

• “Quality of City-sponsored arts, cultural, and festival events” (85% satisfied, 37% 
“very satisfied”); 

• “Lighting, condition and maintenance of streets and sidewalks” (85% satisfied, 
30% “very satisfied”); and, 

• “Design of streets, public spaces, and boulevards” (83% satisfied, 27% “very 
satisfied”). 

While slightly lower, the majority of businesses are also satisfied with: 

• “Building permits and inspections” (72% satisfied, 17% “very satisfied”); 

• “Enforcement of bylaws for issues such as property, parks, and noise” (72% 
satisfied, 13% “very satisfied”); 

• “Ease of use of on-street parking pay stations” (71% satisfied, 29% “very 
satisfied”); and, 

• “Land use and community planning” (68% satisfied, 12% “very satisfied”). 

Comparisons to the Citizen Survey show that citizens and businesses express similar 
satisfaction ratings for all of the above services where comparisons are available. 

                                            
 
 
 
 
3
 Satisfaction ratings have been recalculated to only include those with an opinion – e.g., excludes those saying not applicable or 

don’t know. 
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Satisfaction with Specific Services

74%

47%

45%

43%

40%

99%

94%

92%

91%

90%

86%

86%39%

39%

Fire Department services

Quantity and location of parks

Maintenance and cleanliness of parks 

Business licensing

City beautification such as signage, landscaping,

public art, and street banners

Condition and maintenance of City water and sewer

systems

Animal control services

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied

Please rate how satisfied you are with each of the following services on a scale of very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, not very satisfied, 

not at all satisfied.

Base: Respondents with an opinion (e.g., excludes those saying not applicable/don't know) (n=varies)

(n=241)

(n=259)

(n=288)

(n=285)

(n=264)

(n=292)

(n=183)
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Satisfaction with Specific Services (cont’d)

Please rate how satisfied you are with each of the following services on a scale of very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, not very satisfied, 

not at all satisfied.

37%

30%

27%

17%

13%

85%

85%

83%

72%

72%

71%

68%12%

29%

Quality of City-sponsored arts, cultural, and festival

events 

Lighting, condition, and maintenance of streets and

sidewalks

Design of streets, public spaces, and boulevards

Building permits and inspections

Enforcement of bylaws for issues such as property,

parks and noise 

Ease of use of on-street parking pay stations

Land use and community planning

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied

Base: Respondents with an opinion (e.g., excludes those saying not applicable/don't know) (n=varies)

(n=249)

(n=277)

(n=236)

(n=174)

(n=294)

(n=294)

(n=279)

 

No consistent differences in satisfaction are seen across the key demographic subgroups. 
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Financing 

Value for Taxes 

The majority of businesses believe they receive good value for their municipal tax 
dollars. 

Overall, 71% of businesses say they receive good value for the taxes they pay to the City of 
Victoria. Of this, 13% say “very good value” and 58% say “fairly good value”. Just over one-
quarter (28%) of businesses feel otherwise, including 11% saying “very poor value” and 17% 
saying “fairly poor value”. 

Comparisons to the Citizen Survey show that citizens are more likely than businesses to say 
they receive good value for the municipal taxes they pay (86% of citizens vs. 71% of 
businesses). 
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Value for Taxes

13%

58%

17%

11%

1%

Very good value

Fairly good value

Fairly poor value

Very poor value

Don’t know

Total Good Value 
71%

Total Poor Value
28%

Thinking about all the programs and services you receive from the City of Victoria, would you say that overall you get good value or poor 

value for your tax dollars? (Is that very or fairly good/poor value?)

Base: All respondents (n=300)

Citizen Survey 

= 86% Good Value

 

Businesses that are more likely to say they receive good value (combined “very/fairly good 
value” responses) for the municipal taxes they pay include: 

• Those that have been in operation for less than 15 years (78%, compared to 
64% of those who have been operating for 15 years or more);  

• Those that say Victoria is a good place to operate a business (80%, compared to 
22% of those that rate Victoria’s overall business climate poorly); and, 

• Those that are satisfied with the City’s overall services (80%, compared to 24% 
of dissatisfied respondents). 
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Tax Increases vs. Service Cuts 

Businesses prefer tax increases over service cuts. 

Despite today’s challenging economic climate, when businesses are given a choice between 
increased taxes or service cuts, 53% choose increased taxes while 36% opt for cuts in services.  

Looking at tax increases specifically shows that 35% of businesses would prefer the City to 
“increase taxes - to maintain services at current levels”; there is much less appetite for 
“increasing taxes - to enhance or expand services” (18%). When it comes to service cuts, 25% 
opt for “cutting services - to maintain current tax level” while 11% would like to see the City “cut 
services - to reduce taxes”. 

A preference for tax increases over service cuts is seen in both the Business Survey and the 
Citizen Survey. In fact, citizens’ tolerance for tax increases is even higher than what is seen 
among businesses (64% of citizens vs. 53% of businesses). 
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Tax Increases vs. Service Cuts

Municipal property taxes are the primary way to pay for services provided by the City of Victoria. Due to the increased cost of 

maintaining current service levels and infrastructure, the City of Victoria must balance taxation and service delivery levels. To deal with 

this situation, which one of the following four options would you most like the City of Victoria to pursue? 

Base: All respondents (n=300)

18%

35%

25%

8%

3%

11%

Increase taxes - to

enhance or expand

services

Increase taxes - to

maintain services at

current levels

Cut services - to

maintain current tax

level

Cut services - to

reduce taxes

None

Don't know

Increase Taxes

53%

Cut Services
36%

Citizen Survey 

= 64% Increase Taxes

 

Businesses that are more likely to say the City should increase taxes include: 

• Those that have been in operation for less than 15 years (60%, compared to 
45% of those that have been operating for 15 years or more);  

• Those that say Victoria is a good place to operate a business (58%, compared to 
24% of those that rate Victoria’s overall business climate poorly); 

• Those that are satisfied with the City’s services (58%, compared to 27% of 
dissatisfied respondents); and, 

• Those that believe they receive good value for their municipal tax dollars (62%, 
compared to 31% of those rating their value for taxes poorly). 
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Communication 

Level of City Information 

There is room to increase the amount of information disseminated to businesses. 

While just over half (54%) of businesses say they receive “just the right amount” of information 
from the City, a large minority (42%) believes this is “too little”. Only 1% of businesses say they 
currently receive “too much” information from the City. Overall, these findings indicate that many 
businesses would like to receive more information from the City of Victoria.  

These results are consistent with what is reported in the Citizen Survey. 
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Level of City Information

In your opinion, does your business currently receive too much,  just the right amount, or too little information from the City?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

1%

54%

42%

3%

Too much

Just the right amount

Too little

Don't know

 

Businesses that are more likely to say they receive too little information from the City include: 

• Those that plan on downsizing/closing or expanding their business in the next 
five years (59% and 51%, respectively, compared to 32% of businesses that do 
not have any such plans); 

• Those that are dissatisfied with the City’s overall services (57%, compared to 
39% of satisfied respondents); and, 

• Those that say they receive poor value for their municipal tax dollars (54%, 
compared to 37% of those rating their value for taxes favourably). 
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Usefulness of City Information 

The majority of businesses say the information they do receive from the City is useful.  

Among businesses that receive information from the City4, 72% find this information to be 
useful, including 13% saying “very useful” and 59% saying “somewhat useful”. The remaining 
28% say this information is either “not at all useful” (9%) or “not very useful” (18%). 

Citizens are more likely than businesses to say the information they receive from the City is 
useful (80% of citizens vs. 72% of businesses). 
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Usefulness of City Information

13%

59%

18%

9%

Very useful

Somewhat useful

Not very useful

Not at all useful 

Useful
72%

Not Useful
28%

How useful do you find the information you receive from the City?

Base: Respondents with an opinion (e.g., excludes those saying they don’t receive any information from the City/don't know) (n=268)

Citizen Survey 

= 80% Useful

 

These findings are consistent across all key demographic subgroups. 

                                            
 
 
 
 
4
 Usefulness ratings have been recalculated to only include those with an opinion – e.g., excludes those saying they don’t receive 

any information from the City or don’t know. 
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Information Needs 

Businesses are interested in receiving a wide range of information from the City.  

When asked for the kinds of information they are interested in receiving from the City, 
businesses mention “future development plans” (10%) and “city statistics (including 
demographic breakdown, economic stats, city stats, tourism stats, etc.)” (10%). Other types of 
information that businesses are interested in receiving from the City include “transportation 
issues (including parking, traffic, general transportation updates)” (8%), “future infrastructure 
work” (8%), “by-laws” (6%), “programs/incentives/opportunities for businesses” (5%), 
“budget/municipal government spending” (5%), and “festivals/events” (5%). One-quarter (25%) 
of businesses say they are not interested in receiving any information from the City of Victoria. 

Comparisons to the Citizens Survey shows future development plans is a top interest for both 
citizens and businesses, but especially citizens (21% of citizens vs. 10% of businesses). 
Citizens are also more interested than businesses in information regarding the budget and 
municipal government spending (14% of citizens vs. 5% of businesses), while businesses are 
more interested in city statistics (10% of businesses vs. 0% of citizens). Citizens are also more 
likely than businesses to say the City needs to do a better job of communicating with them (15% 
of citizens vs. 3% of businesses).  
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Information Needs

Thinking about your business information needs, what kinds of information do you want the City to provide you with? 

Any others?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

Includes mentions of 3% or more only.
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Future development plans
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Transportation issues

Future infrastructure work

By-laws
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Budget/municipal government spending
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How businesses can be more involved in planning

Taxes

Plans/ current programs for the homeless

City needs to communicate better with businesses
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Downtown (activities, cleanliness, safety)

None/nothing

Don't know
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Analysis by key demographic subgroups shows some significant differences in opinion: 

• Mentions of city statistics are more common among businesses that have been 
in operation for less than 15 years (13%, compared to 6% of those that have 
been operating for 15 years or more). 

• Mentions of transportation issues are more common among non-home-based 
businesses (10%, compared to 2% of home-based businesses). 

• Mentions of festivals/events are more common among retail businesses (11%, 
compared to 3% of other types of businesses). 
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City Consultation 

Good ways of consulting with businesses include public consultations or open houses, 
public opinion surveys, email, and public hearings. Businesses are less interested in 
providing input through City meetings and social media websites.  

The majority of businesses are interested in providing their input to Council on important local 
issues through the following methods of consultation: 

• “Public consultations or open houses where businesses can observe and 
comment on information posted on display boards” (75% interested, 26% “very 
interested”); 

• “Public opinion surveys” (74% interested, 20% “very interested”); 

• “Email” (72% interested, 38% “very interested”); and, 

• “Public hearings” (68% interested, 18% “very interested”). 

Only half (53%) are interested in providing input through “City meetings including Council 
meetings, Advisory Committees, etc.” (12% “very interested”). There is even less of an appetite 
for providing information through “social media websites such as Facebook” (25% interested, 
9% “very interested”). 

Comparisons to the Citizen Survey show that citizens and businesses are generally aligned 
when it comes to how they would like to provide input to Council on important local issues. 
Businesses are more interested than citizens in email (72% of businesses vs. 63% of citizens). 
While social media garners the least interest among citizens and businesses alike, citizens are 
nonetheless more receptive to this than businesses (36% of citizens vs. 25% of businesses).  
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City Consultation

There are a number of different ways the City can consult with businesses on important local issues. Please tell me how interested you 

would be in providing your input to Council through each of the following methods.

Base: All respondents (n=300)
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Analysis by key demographic subgroups reveals some significant differences in opinion. 
Highlights of this analysis have been included below: 

• Businesses that have been in operation for less than 15 years are more 
interested (combined “very/somewhat” responses) in providing feedback through 
public opinion surveys (81%, compared to 68% of those that have been 
operating for 15 years or more), email (79%, compared to 64% of those that 
have been operating for 15 years or more), and social media (30%, compared to 
20% of those that have been operating for 15 years or more). 

• Retail businesses are more interested (combined “very/somewhat” responses) in 
providing feedback through social media (36%, compared to 21% of other types 
of businesses). 
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Customer Service 

Contact with City 

The majority of businesses have contacted or dealt with a City employee in the past 12 
months. 

Overall, six-in-ten (61%) businesses say they personally contacted or dealt with a City 
employee in the last 12 months. 

Businesses are more likely than citizens to have contacted the City in this timeframe (61% of 
businesses vs. 50% of citizens). 
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Contact with City

In the last 12 months, have you personally contacted or dealt with a City employee?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

61%

39%

Yes

No

Citizen Survey 
= 50% Contact

 

Businesses that are more likely to have contacted the City in the last 12 months include: 

• Non-retail businesses (65%, compared to 51% of retail businesses); 

• Those that think Victoria is a poor place to operate a business (76%, compared 
to 58% of those demonstrating a positive perception of Victoria’s overall business 
climate); and, 

• Those that are dissatisfied with the City’s overall level and quality of services 
(76%, compared to 58% of satisfied respondents). 
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Satisfaction with Contact Experiences 

Contact experiences are predominately satisfactory. 

Among those who contacted or dealt with a City employee in the last 12 months, 82% are 
satisfied with the overall service they received, including 54% saying “very satisfied”. 

A closer look at these contact experiences finds that businesses are most satisfied with staff’s 
courteousness, helpfulness, knowledge, speed and timeliness of service, and availability. In 
comparison, slightly fewer are satisfied with staff’s ability to resolve issues, although the 
majority of respondents are satisfied in this regard. 

• 91% are satisfied with “staff’s courteousness” (68% “very satisfied”); 

• 87% are satisfied with “staff’s helpfulness” (57% “very satisfied”); 

• 86% are satisfied with “staff’s knowledge” (55% “very satisfied”); 

• 81% are satisfied with “the speed and timeliness of service” (48% “very 
satisfied”); 

• 81% are satisfied with the “ease of reaching staff” (42% “very satisfied”); and, 

• 74% are satisfied with “staff’s ability to resolve your issue” (43% “very satisfied”). 

These results are consistent with what is reported by citizens. 
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received

Staff’s courteousness

Staff’s helpfulness

Staff’s knowledge

The speed and timeliness

of service

Ease of reaching staff

Staff’s ability to resolve

your issue 

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied

Satisfaction with Contact Experiences

And, thinking of the last time you contacted a City employee, how satisfied were you with…?

Base: Have personally contacted or dealt with a City employee (n=182)

 

• Satisfaction (combined “very/somewhat satisfied” responses) with the City’s 
customer service is generally higher among businesses that think Victoria is a 
good place to operate a business and those that are satisfied with the City’s 
services. 
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Emergency Preparedness 

Awareness of the City’s Emergency Preparedness Program 

Just over half of all businesses are aware of the City’s Emergency Preparedness 
Program. 

Overall, 55% of businesses are aware of the City’s Emergency Preparedness Program. A large 
minority (45%) are unaware of this program, pointing to an opportunity for increased public 
education. 

Businesses are more likely than citizens to be aware of the City’s Emergency Preparedness 
Program (55% of businesses vs. 47% of citizens). 

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Awareness of the City’s Emergency Preparedness Program

Are you aware of the City’s Emergency Preparedness Program?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

55%

45%

1%

Yes

No

Don't know

Citizen Survey 
= 47% Aware

 

Awareness is consistent across all key demographic subgroups. 
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Emergency Preparedness Kits 

Most businesses do not have an emergency preparedness kit. 

Only one-quarter (25%) of businesses have an emergency preparedness kit that includes 
enough food, water, and other supplies for them and their staff for a minimum of three days. 
The majority (74%) of businesses are without such a kit. 

While businesses are more likely than citizens to be aware of the City’s Emergency 
Preparedness Program, they are much less likely to have an emergency preparedness kit (25% 
of businesses vs. 46% of citizens). 

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Emergency Preparedness Kits

Does your business have an emergency preparedness kit that includes enough food, water, and other supplies for you and your staff for 

a minimum of three days?

Base: All respondents (n=300)

25%

74%

1%

Yes

No

Don't know

Citizen Survey 
= 46% Have Kit

 

Businesses that are more likely to have an emergency preparedness kit include: 

• Non-retail businesses (30%, compared to 14% of retail businesses); and, 

• Home-based businesses (43%, compared to 20% of non-home-based 
businesses). 
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Appendix A: Sample Characteristics 

The table below illustrates the breakdown of the sample into key demographic and business 
categories.  

© 2010 Ipsos Reid

Sample Characteristics

Total Respondents

(n=300)

%

Gender:

Male 55%

Female 45%

Neighbourhood:

Burnside 26%

Downtown 23%

Fairfield- Gonzales 12%

Fernwood 5%

Harris Green 6%

Hillside Quadra 4%

James Bay 7%

North Jubilee 2%

North Park 2%

Oaklands 6%

Rockland 2%

South Jubilee 1%

Victoria West 5%

Total Respondents

(n=300)

%

Type of Business:

Retail 28%

Health services 10%

Commercial/office 9%

Restaurant food services 6%

Manufacturing 5%

Educational services 5%

Other 36%

Home-Based Business:

Yes 22%

No 78%

Number of Employees:

1-10 80%

11-49 16%

50+ 2%

Mean 9.1 employees

Length of Operation:

10 years or less 43%

11-20 years 28%

More than 20 years 27%

Mean 16.6 years
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Appendix B: Questionnaire 
 
INITIAL INTRODUCTION 
Hello, this is ______ from Ipsos Reid, a professional public opinion research firm calling on 
behalf of the City of Victoria. We are not selling anything.  
 
May I please speak with the person who is responsible for the overall management and 
direction of your company at this location? This person typically has a title such as owner, 
president, senior manager, etc.  
 
Yes, speaking  [READ RESPONDENT INTRO] 
Transfer [READ RESPONDENT INTRO ONCE CONNECTED OR AS A 

MESSAGE] 
No, not available [ARRANGE FOR AN APPOINTMENT & CALL BACK] 
 
RESPONDENT INTRODUCTION 
Hello, this is ______ calling from Ipsos Reid. We’re a professional public opinion research 
company calling on behalf of the City of Victoria. We are not selling anything. The City is looking 
for businesses’ input about the programs and services it provides and the issues you think the 
City should prioritize.  
 
Is now a good time?  
 
Yes   [CONTINUE] 
No   [ARRANGE FOR AN APPOINTMENT & CALL BACK] 
 
(IF NECESSARY: Please be assured that this survey is completely confidential.) 
(IF NECESSARY: This survey will take around 15 minutes to complete.) 
 
A. Does your business operate at one or more locations in the City of Victoria? 

 
Yes 
No 
 
[IF ‘YES’ IN QA, CONTINUE. OTHERWISE, THANK & TERMINATE.] 
 
B. (DO NOT ASK) RECORD GENDER 
 
Male 
Female 
 
(READ TO ALL) Thank you. Please answer all questions from the perspective of your business 
at this location.  
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ISSUE AGENDA 
 
1. As a business operating in the City of Victoria, what is the most important issue facing your 

community, that is, the one issue you feel should receive the greatest attention from your 
local leaders? [ACCEPT 1 MENTION] Are there any other important local issues? 
[ACCEPT 1 MENTION] [IF ‘NONE/DK/REF’ AT ANY TIME, SKIP TO Q2] 
 

None/nothing 
Other [specify] 
 
[RECORD 1ST MENTION] 
[RECORD 2ND MENTION] 
 
OVERALL BUSINESS CLIMATE 
 
2. Overall, how would you rate the City of Victoria as a place to operate a business? Would 

you say (READ LIST)? 
 
Very good 
Good 
Poor 
Very poor 
 
3. What do you like best about operating a business in the City of Victoria? [ACCEPT 1 

MENTION] 
 
None/nothing 
Other [specify] 
 
4. And, what do you like least about operating a business in the City of Victoria? [ACCEPT 1 

MENTION] 
 
None/nothing 
Other [specify] 
 
5. Please tell me if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. The first one is 

[INSERT ITEM]. (Is that strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?) How about [INSERT 
ITEM]? (REPEAT LIST IF NECESSARY) 

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
The City’s regulatory environment is fair to businesses 
The City’s rules and regulations for businesses are readily accessible 
The City’s rules and regulations for businesses are easy to understand 
 
Strongly agree 
Somewhat agree 
Somewhat disagree 
Strongly disagree 
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6. Does your business have plans to (READ LIST) in the next five years? [ACCEPT 1 
MENTION] 

 
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE] 
Expand 
Downsize 
Close or shut down 
[ALWAYS LAST] (DO NOT READ) None of the above 
 
7. Do you plan on moving or relocating your business to another location in the next five 

years? 
 
Yes 
No 
 
[IF ‘YES’ IN Q7, ASK Q8. OTHERWISE, SKIP TO Q11.] 
8. Do you plan on relocating (READ LIST)? 
 
[ROTATE 1-2, 2-1] 
Within the City of Victoria 
Outside of the City of Victoria 
 
BUSINESS LOCATION 
 
[ASK ALL] 
Changing topics slightly… 
 
11. I’m now going to read some statements about the area where your business is located and 

would like you to tell me if you agree or disagree with each one. The first one is [INSERT 
ITEM]. (Would that be strongly or somewhat agree/disagree)? How about [INSERT ITEM]? 
(REPEAT LIST IF NECESSARY) 

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
It is easy to find parking in the area where my business is located 
Staff and customers feel safe and secure in the area where my business is located  
The appearance of buildings and storefronts in the area where my business is located is 
satisfactory 

The appearance and condition of public amenities and spaces in the area where my business is 
located is satisfactory 

 
Strongly agree  
Somewhat agree 
Somewhat disagree 
Strongly disagree 
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DOWNTOWN VICTORIA 
 
The next few questions are about the City of Victoria’s downtown core. 
 
12. Please tell me if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the city’s 

downtown core. The first one is [INSERT ITEM]. (Is that strongly or somewhat 
agree/disagree?) How about [INSERT ITEM]? (REPEAT LIST IF NECESSARY)  

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
[ALWAYS READ ITEMS 1 AND 2 AS A SET] The downtown core is vibrant and exciting during 

the day 
The downtown core is vibrant and exciting during the evening 
The downtown core is clean and well-maintained 
The downtown core has a good range of shops, entertainment, and services that meet the 

community’s needs 
Parking in the downtown core is accessible and convenient 
[ALWAYS READ ITEMS 6 AND 7 AS A SET] The downtown core is safe during the day 
The downtown core is safe at night 
 
Strongly agree 
Somewhat agree 
Somewhat disagree 
Strongly disagree 
 
CITY SERVICES 
 
Changing topics slightly… 
 
13. How satisfied are you with the overall level and quality of services provided by the City of 

Victoria? Would you say (READ LIST)?  
 
Very satisfied 
Somewhat satisfied 
Not very satisfied  
Not at all satisfied 
 
I’d now like to get your feedback on a number of specific services provided to you by the City of 
Victoria. 
 
14. Please rate how satisfied you are with each of the following services on a scale of (READ 

LIST). If you are unfamiliar with or have no experience with a particular service, simply say 
‘not applicable’ and I’ll move on to the next item. The first one is [INSERT ITEM]. How about 
[INSERT ITEM]? (REPEAT LIST IF NECESSARY) 

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
Condition and maintenance of City water and sewer systems 
Lighting, condition, and maintenance of streets and sidewalks 
Maintenance and cleanliness of parks (IF NECESSARY: This excludes Royal Athletic Park) 
Quantity and location of parks 
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Quality of City-sponsored arts, cultural, and festival events (IF NECESSARY: This includes 
things such as Moss Street Paint In, JazzFest, Fringe Festival, Dragon Boat Festival, Selkirk 
[CELL-KIRK] Waterfront Festival, Symphony Splash) 

Land use and community planning 
Enforcement of bylaws for issues such as property, parks and noise  
Animal control services 
Ease of use of on-street parking pay stations 
Design of streets, public spaces, and boulevards (IF NECESSARY: Design refers to both the 
functionality and aesthetics)  

City beautification such as signage, landscaping, public art, and street banners 
Fire Department services 
Business licensing 
Building permits and inspections 
 
Very satisfied 
Somewhat satisfied 
Not very satisfied 
Not at all satisfied 
(DO NOT READ) Not applicable 
 
PERCEPTIONS OF CITY OPERATIONS 
 
Changing topics slightly, I’d now like to ask you a few questions about the City of Victoria’s 
municipal operations. 
 
15. Please tell me if you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. The first one is 

[INSERT ITEM]. (Is that strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?) How about [INSERT 
ITEM]? (REPEAT LIST IF NECESSARY) 

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
The City listens to businesses  
I am pleased with the overall direction that the City is taking 
 
Strongly agree 
Somewhat agree 
Somewhat disagree 
Strongly disagree 
 
FINANCING 
 
Changing topics slightly… 
 
16. Thinking about all the programs and services you receive from the City of Victoria, would 

you say that overall you get good value or poor value for your tax dollars? (Is that very or 
fairly good/poor value?) (IF NECESSARY: If you lease your current place of business and 
don’t pay taxes directly to the City, please keep in mind that these taxes are still reflected in 
the rent that you pay to your property owner.)  
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Very good value 
Fairly good value 
Fairly poor value 
Very poor value 
 
17. Municipal property taxes are the primary way to pay for services provided by the City of 

Victoria. Due to the increased cost of maintaining current service levels and infrastructure, 
the City of Victoria must balance taxation and service delivery levels. To deal with this 
situation, which one of the following four options would you most like the City of Victoria to 
pursue? (READ LIST) [ACCEPT 1 MENTION ONLY] 

 
[ROTATE 1-4, 4-1] 
Increase taxes - to enhance or expand services 
Increase taxes - to maintain services at current levels 
Cut services - to maintain current tax level 
Cut services - to reduce taxes 
[ALWAYS LAST] (DO NOT READ) None 
 
PRIORITY SETTING 
 
Changing topics slightly…  
 
19. Next, I’m going to read you a list of 5 priorities in the City’s plans, and I would like you to tell 

me which one of these is most important to your business. (READ ITEMS) Which one of 
these is most important? [ACCEPT 1 MENTION] Which one is next most important? (READ 
REMAINING ITEMS IF NECESSARY) [ACCEPT 1 MENTION] [IF RESPONDENT SAYS 
‘ALL/NONE/DK/REF’ AT ANY TIME, SKIP TO Q20.] 

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
Fostering economic development and economic growth 
Advocating to other levels of government for housing and social service programs for those with 
mental health and addictions issues 

Upgrading or replacing aging infrastructure such as roads, bridges, and recreation facilities 
Enhancing downtown safety and vibrancy 
Developing a plan to deal with the effects of climate change and green house gas emissions 
[ALWAYS 2ND LAST] (DO NOT READ) All of the above 
[ALWAYS LAST] (DO NOT READ) None of the above 
 
[RECORD 1ST MENTION] 
[RECORD 2ND MENTION] 
 
20. As you may know, the responsibility for addressing social issues in a community traditionally 

falls under the mandate of either the provincial or federal government and local community 
organizations.  

 
[ROTATE STATEMENTS] 

 
Some/other people say municipal governments should broaden the scope of their services 
to play a more active role in addressing social issues to disadvantaged groups and people in 
the community. 
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Some/other people say municipal governments do not have the right resources or 
experience to properly address social issues in the community – rather, this responsibility 
should remain with other more senior levels of government or with other local community 
organizations. 

 
Which of these opinions is closest to your own? 

 
(DO NOT READ) 
Municipal governments should play a more active role in addressing social issues 
Municipal government should not play a major role in addressing social issues 
 
COMMUNICATION 
 
Changing topics slightly… 
 
21. In your opinion, does your business currently receive (READ LIST) information from the 

City? 
 
[ROTATE 13, 3-1] 
Too much 
Just the right amount  
Too little 
 
22. How useful do you find the information you receive from the City? Would you say (READ 

LIST)? 
 
Very useful 
Somewhat useful 
Not very useful 
Not at all useful  
(DO NOT READ) Do not receive any information from the City 
 
23. Thinking about your business information needs, what kinds of information do you want the 

City to provide you with? Any others? [ACCEPT 2 MENTIONS] 
 

None/nothing 
Other [specify] 

 
24. There are a number of different ways the City can consult with businesses on important 

local issues. Please tell me how interested you would be in providing your input to Council 
through each of the following methods, using a scale of (READ LIST). The first one is 
[INSERT ITEM]. How about [INSERT ITEM]? (REPEAT LIST IF NECESSARY)  

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
City meetings including Council meetings, Advisory Committees, etc 
Public hearings 
Public consultations or open houses where businesses can observe and comment on 

information posted on display boards 
Public opinion surveys 
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Social media such as Facebook 
Email 
 
Very interested 
Somewhat interested 
Not very interested 
Not at all interested 
 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
 
25. In the last twelve months, have you personally contacted or dealt with a City employee? 
 
Yes 
No 
 
[IF ‘YES’ IN Q25, ASK Q26. OTHERWISE, SKIP TO Q27.] 
26. And, thinking of the last time you contacted a City employee, how satisfied were you with 

the [INSERT ITEM]? Would you say you were (READ LIST)? And how satisfied were you 
with [INSERT ITEM]? (REPEAT LIST IF NECESSARY) 

 
[RANDOMIZE] 
[ALWAYS FIRST] Overall service you received 
Staff’s knowledge 
Staff’s helpfulness 
Staff’s ability to resolve your issue  
Staff’s courteousness 
The speed and timeliness of service 
Ease of reaching staff 
 
Very satisfied 
Somewhat satisfied 
Not very satisfied 
Not at all satisfied 
 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 
 
[ASK ALL] 
Changing topics slightly… 
 
27. Are you aware of the City’s Emergency Preparedness Program? 
 
Yes 
No 
 
28. Does your business have an emergency preparedness kit that includes enough food, water, 

and other supplies for you and your staff for a minimum of three days? 
 
Yes 
No 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
Finally, I just want to ask you some questions for statistical purposes. 
 
29. Which of the following best describes your type of business? Please stop me when I reach 

your category. (READ LIST) [ACCEPT 1 MENTION] 
 
[RANDOMIZE] 
Retail 
Commercial/office 
Entertainment 
Hotel 
Restaurant food services 
Financial services 
Manufacturing 
Health services 
Educational services 
Other [specify] 
 
30. Do you operate a home-based business? 
 
Yes 
No 
 
31. How many full-time equivalent workers are employed at your company at this location? If 

you are unsure, please give me your best estimate. (Note: Full-time equivalent is every full-
time worker (35+ hours/week) plus any combination of part-time workers that adds up to a 
full-time equivalent) (RECORD NUMBER) 

 
[RANGE 1-9999] 
 
32. How many years have you operated a business in the City of Victoria? (IF LESS THAN 1 

YEAR, ENTER 0] 
 
 [RANGE 0 TO 100] 
 
33. Can you please provide me with your postal code? (IF NECESSARY, ADD: I assure you 

that this information will remain completely confidential. We only use it for classification 
purposes.) 
 
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: Try to get the full 6-digit postal code. If necessary, we will accept 
only the first 3 digits.) 

 
On behalf of Ipsos Reid and the City of Victoria, thank-you for helping us to complete this 

survey! 
 


